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About This Game

Nightmare Grotto is a horror-themed monster wave shooter for the HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. How long can you survive?

 Supports global steam leaderboards for Accuracy, Score, and number of kills.

 Supports two weapon types: Dual Pistols or Assault Rifle.

 Immersive horror aesthetic.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Nightmare Grotto
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
8th Shore, Inc.
Publisher:
8th Shore, Inc.
Release Date: 18 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows™ 7 SP1, Windows™ 8.1 or later or Windows™ 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1400 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Pretty fun team-based tank game. 4 out of 5 stars for unique & fun game!
The only thing I think it needs is an offline mode & more arenas to play in.. really good. sidewaystopsidebackwards-scroller.
Very good game! I really enjoyed it! Anyone who loves animals, the ecosystem and a good, a bit complex and difficult
economy\/strategy\/simulator\/magement game to play or have kids and wants to play something on the PC with them should
buy this game as soon as possible and buy the whole collection!
PS: You need to own Wildlife Park 2 to play but for the Missions\/Quests & Different Starting Screen to appear you need to
launch the according game icon, for example for Marine World Missions you need to launch Marine World but for Wildlife
Park 2 you need to launch Wildlife Park 2. Whatever the case they will both share the animals so you will still have marine
world animals in the Sandbox mode of Wildlife Park 2 but not in all the missions of Wildlife Park 2.. I only paid € 11,99 and
still requested a refund:
- exact same game
- exact same bugs
- My leader goes to collect water bottles in a mountaing stage

ridiculously low effort from the devs, even by their already non-existing standards. Shame. Wood Elves are my favorite team in
this game, period. So far I have had the most fun with this team as well as the Chaos Dwarfs in Chaos Edition\u2026 But even
as I recomend it I will give some feedback that is worth considering before you buy them.

Wood Elves is the second fastest team in the game after the Skaven IIRC, it makes your team good at moving the ball for the
optimal pass, handoff and rush towards the end goal. They have one of the best if not THE best level one character in the
Wedancer and their catchers start with a good amount of skills that is well worth their asking price. They are also the only Elven
team that sport a big guy that is also a big guy that is stronger than all other big guys.

So\u2026 there is some negatives here. All chars bar the tree have armor value 7 thus making them injury prone and there will
be times where teams might implode as their high cost and replacing dying or ruined pieces is hard or impossible goal. All the
positions are disgustingly expensive as they are good, so getting new of them is a goal for a season rather than an off hand cash
spend. The tree have a 50% chance to not stand up if he is knocked over making him slow and sometimes unreliable but he soak
damage for the frail Elves and I feel he is worth it long term but he is not NEEDED.

If you want an Elven team that is fast, agile, good at stealing the ball and can move the ball from one end of the pitch and toss it
to other side with EASE then I would recommend these \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s as they are the gods
of Elve\u2019s \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. If you want a team that is different to what is offered in the
core experience well these are not it. I would recommend Undead, Necromantic. Lizardmen or the Norse to get teams that stand
out more to the core races to be honest but if you want what these guys give, then they are just plain FUN. Painfull when losing
half the team at times\u2026 but fun!

Also, if you do not play Wood Elves - A prone Wardancer is in need of his head being kicked in, so remember that and make it
happen!. OVERVIEW
You start off by picking the colour of your cougar, with a surprisingly large amount of choices. Then, you find yourself in the
world. There are lots of plants and trees, and the world has lots to explore. First, you get to find a mate and mate with it (blurred
out). Then, you can pick one of many den sites, where you will have cubs. Once you have cubs, you will need to hunt food for
you and them, protect them, mark your territory, and move dens when angry males get too near. The cubs will inherit colours
from you and the mate, which is a nice touch.

PROS
-The world is detailed and has a wide variety of foliage, flowers, trees, and rocks, as well as rivers, cliffs, and bridges
-You have lots of choice - lots of mates, dens, food, and colours available
-Lots of gameplay elements - mating, cubs, hunting, dens, protecting, fighting, exploring, marking territory, etc

CONS
-The graphic quality is not amazing. However, you get used to it and it doesn't affect the enjoyability of the game!
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I bought it to get the Machiko hair and all i got was the outfit, WTF?!. Just some random sudokus where numbers are replaced
with fruit and it's really annoying having to memorize all the fruit numbers.. I have found redeeming qualities in games like
Chernobyl Commando which was panned by critics and gamers alike, so I tought that this game would be good enough if I paid
a fair price for it.

Guess what happened; Even with its budget price the game is not worth, it's hardly playable, horrible to look at, uninteresting, I
asked Steam for refund.

When you can't play a game for more than 5 minutes, then something is wrong with it, this is what happened with this game.

DON'T PLAY THIS GAME!!!. Deserves respect; Has a GTA2 feel to it. Quickscoped out of some colours
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